O more pleasing acknowledgment of the standard of Technology and its thoroughness of training in so many ways, has been made for some time than was contained in the statements upon which our award at the World's Fair was based. The award was made after a most careful inspection and investigation of the methods and equipment of the Institute. The exhibit, which though necessarily limited in size, was very comprehensive, reflects much credit on those who had its arrangement in charge. To those who read in the last issue of The Tech the conditions of award, it must have been especially interesting to note the many things touched upon. The fact that “the arrangement of courses to supplement and re-enforce one another,” that “a high degree of specialization,” that “thousands of pages of lecture notes prepared for the use of the students,” that the “extensive and varied equipment and admirable appliances and methods,” that “the arrangements and devices of administration as conducted by President Walker” have been so well understood and appreciated, cannot but rouse to a higher degree our enthusiasm for Technology.

The peculiarly sad accident at the Harvard Sparring Club last week, in which a member, while sparring, suffered serious injury from a moderate blow from his opponent, has caused great sorrow throughout the whole undergraduate body, while the sad result of the friendly blow has filled with poignant grief the heart of the man who struck...